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Part 1: FIRST Robotics Mentor Guide

1. Overview of FIRST® Robotics Competition

Teams of students are challenged to design, build, and program industrial-size robots and
compete for awards, while they also create a team identity, raise funds, hone teamwork skills,
and advance respect and appreciation for STEM within the local community. Volunteer
professional mentors lend their time and talents to guide each team. It’s as close to real-world
engineering as a student can get. FIRST programs gain access to education and career discovery
opportunities, connections to exclusive scholarships and employers, and a place in the FIRST
community for life.

Please visit our Vision and Mission webpage for more information about FIRST and our core
values.

2. The Mentor Role

Mentoring is an important part of the FIRST program and largely contributes to the program’s
success. This document will focus on information to help all mentor(s) be successful and help
their students have the best experience. If you are interested in learning more details about
how the season works and getting a better understanding of FIRST Robotics Competition, check
out the Guide to Running a FIRST Robotics Competition Team.

Every adult on a FIRST team is a mentor, simply because they lead through guidance and
example. It is important to remember students need guidance, structure, encouragement, and
most of all, a fun experience! When done correctly, this learning process builds and expands
team members’ self confidence and knowledge. If the process has a strong foundation and
works properly, mentors come away with as much as students do.

A mentor:
● requires no special skills, but should have patience, dedication, and a willingness to learn

alongside the team.
● is any person who works with the team in their area of expertise, for as little as one team

meeting or as many as all of them.
● helps provide valuable support and serves as a resource in their own area of specialty.

may direct the process the team follows to solve the yearly game challenge, without
providing the solution themselves.

● is a coach, teacher, motivator, and/or facilitator.
● helps students gain the skills and confidence to forge ahead and build their future with

FIRST.
● helps ignite curiosity, empower, and guide the collective skills needed to make a positive

impact on each other, and the world.

https://www.firstinspires.org/about/vision-and-mission#:~:text=The%20mission%20of%20FIRST%C2%AE,life%20capabilities%20including%20self%2Dconfidence%2C
https://www.firstinspires.org/sites/default/files/uploads/resource_library/frc/team-resources/guide_to_running_an_frc_team.pdf


In FIRST, it is important that mentors and students are equal, and that the relationship is a
partnership. Each person works collaboratively towards a mutual and beneficial goal. To
succeed, all the mentors and team members must commit to this.

A mentor’s role may include the following but note that not all mentors have to fill every role
listed below:

● inspiring students in science and technology.
● actively sharing knowledge and experience with the teams to help foster intellectual

growth. motivating and engaging students in meaningful activities.
● balancing effective work habits with FUN!
● encouraging the team to welcome and include all members.
● providing students with opportunities to make choices, both good and bad.
● encouraging students to take risks and be inventive.
● allowing and encouraging independent thought.
● creating, encouraging, and facilitating open, honest communication within the team.
● fostering a reciprocal environment of trust and respect for every member and their

ideas.
● encouraging accountability within the team.
● facilitating team activities and discussion.
● developing roles within the team.
● coordinating help.
● maintaining equipment and purchasing supplies.
● communicating with sponsor organizations.
● registering for competition(s).
● planning and scheduling meetings, visits, and trips.
● acting as a liaison between team members, mentors, parents, and volunteers.
● being a champion for Gracious Professionalism® and role modeling the principle within

the team

3. Effective Mentoring

Mentors differ in the amount of instruction they give their teams. Some give very little, and
others give much more, and it is up to you and the other mentors to decide which approach is
best for your team. If you are a new mentor on a team, consult the Lead Mentor(s) for best
practices.

An effective mentor demonstrates the value of success they have encountered during their
career path and uses these skills and successes to share knowledge and values with team
members. Successful mentoring may help optimize everyone’s learning experiences by:

● Promoting independent thought
● Fostering a reciprocal foundation of trust and respect
● Opening communication within the team
● Encouraging effective facilitation
● Promote an Inclusive Environment



3.1 Promote Independent Thought

The following may help you to promote independent thought on your team:
● Approach problems with an open mind
● Treat all ideas as equal
● Ensure all students have equal opportunity to offer their thoughts
● Resist any impulse to judge ideas
● Capture ideas as stated
● Use creative problem-solving strategies to move beyond conventional solutions.

3.2 Foster Reciprocal Trust and Respect

It can be crucial to develop an environment of trust and respect between all team members and
mentors to establish a place where are all welcome and excited to learn. Communication is a key
component for building trust and respect. The foundation for this type of relationship begins
when mentors become approachable and available to students. Facilitate in such a way that the
students feel very much a part of the “thinking, contributing, and doing” processes for the
team. The mentor/student relationship is based on common goals and continues to build on
mutual trust and respect.

Many teams hold team-building events and other activities prior to Kickoff, so new team
members can get to know everyone in a fun and non-chaotic environment. These team-building
activities may help teams create healthy, working relationships amongst one another.

3.3 Facilitation Techniques

Resist doing most of the talking even if you know the correct answers. When communication is
“one way” and the mentor has all of the answers, the other team members will not feel valued.
To break through this challenge, learn to be an active listener.

● Encourage open communication.
● Ask open-ended questions such as "What do you think?" or "How do you think we

should approach this?"
● Stay away from questions that require a simple yes or no answer.
● Don't jump in with your idea for the solution. Let the team member finish their thought.
● Take the time to make sure everyone understands
● Encourage them to ask questions when you see that something is not clear.
● Always ask if there is anyone who does not understand, and clarify discussions when

there is a topic that some students don’t “get” or there is a word used that has multiple
meanings. The student may not have covered the topic in school yet.

● The effective mentor will pay close attention to what and how something is said. Try to
eliminate frustration by letting the team member talk it out.

3.4 Promoting an Inclusive Environment

Part of your role as a mentor is to be an example and to welcome and include all team
members. FIRST is committed to fostering, cultivating and preserving a culture of equity,
diversity, and inclusion. We ask that all mentors take our complimentary, three-part training



module course titled Strategies for Inspiring Success for All. These modules will equip mentors
with specific strategies to support community outreach, student participation, motivation,
engagement, and success through engaging and reflective activities on interactions with
students. FIRST recommends mentors take this training when they first start engaging as a team
mentor. It is also recommended that mentors retake this training on an annual basis to refresh
on the tools and strategies provided to best work with all students.

FIRST teams should be mindful of being inclusive to all team members which includes being
cognizant of their backgrounds including but not limited to: their pronouns, sexual orientation,
cultural norms, and more. To learn more about understanding gender identity terms teams can
check out NPR’s Guide to Gender Identity Terms.

For additional resources visit the Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion Training & Resources webpage
to find links to other resources for increasing your knowledge and practice on creating inclusive
environments for all.

3.5 Advice for Mentors

Mentoring a team can be one of the most rewarding experiences in a person’s life. Like any great
reward, it involves a commitment of time and energy. However, it should not be taken too
seriously! The goal of FIRST Robotics Competition is to help students have fun with robots while
they become comfortable with technology. Whether or not the team is successful at a
competition, team members win just by participating.

It is important for every adult to remember that there are responsibilities that come with the
adult/student relationship. Young people look up to people they trust and respect and will look
to mentors as role models. A mentor’s actions will be closely watched, and their behavior will
be perceived as appropriate. Be intentional and conscientious in your behavior and language.

Prior to meeting with students, have a meeting with all mentors to set expectations. This can
give adults an opportunity to ask questions they may not want to ask in front of the students,
openly discuss topics such as diversity, and discuss ideas and potential problems or concerns
about working with young people. If this is a school-affiliated team and the school district has
an individual who works with school or business partnerships, they should be invited to this
meeting to help answer questions.

3.6 Mentoring Tips

● If there is a problem within the team, allow the team to communicate its frustration,
decide on a course of action, and then help them move forward

● Resist taking sides
● Keep the group focused
● Be an alert and active listener
● Include everyone. Bring quiet team members into the discussion and keep those who

feel comfortable with communication from monopolizing the conversation
● Encourage members to build on ideas
● Respect all ideas



● Allow people to disagree with or challenge an idea, but not to judge the individual
● Record ideas
● Avoid rehash
● Encourage laughter

Part II: Iron Patriots Mentor Guide

4. Overview

Our mentors consist of about 15 alumni, engineers, retired engineers, mechanical experts,
business leaders, and community members. Some of our mentors are full-time mentors, attending
nearly every build season meeting. Other mentors have other commitments and will join us for a
few weeks to help build the practice field, lead project management sessions, plan outreach
events, or help with specific projects.

5. TeamMission

The Patriot Robotics Engineering program sparks student interest and curiosity in Science,
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM). We make STEM accessible and interesting to
all students in Stanislaus County.

6. Team Vision

Iron Patriots is consistently a world class contender in the annual FIRST Robotics Competition and
a recognized team in both California and our community.

7. Team Values

Students Students are the reason we exist. We value individual growth through
successes and failures.

Teamwork All team members can contribute to our success, and we endeavor to
include all in the pursuit of our mission.

Safety We strive to maintain an environment that minimizes risk of injury to both
team and community members.

8. TeamManagement

FIRST allows for a wide range of approaches to running a team, from the mentors and coaches

taking on all of the leadership and decision making, to a fully student-run team. The Iron Patriots

uses a team-work approach, where students are encouraged to lead the team using mentor and

coach guidance. Students gain an appreciation for STEM and engineering by working side-by-side



with professional engineers and industry experts. Students and mentors work together on ideas,

plans, and decisions.

9. Joining the Iron Patriots

We ask that mentors join the team by the second Saturday of build season, as onboarding new

mentors is a significant time commitment.

Mentors must talk with one of our coaches and then meet with the team leadership to discuss

mentor needs and roles.

Mentors must sign up with FIRST before their first meeting, and complete the Youth Protection

Screening.

Our team needs mentors with backgrounds in:

● Engineering - ME, CS, EE, systems, structural, etc.

● Manufacturing - machinist, technicians, fabricators, electricians, welders

● Other technical - CAD, website, information systems

● Non-technical - business, management, marketing, public relations, graphic design,

quality control, organization, fundraising.

10. Time Commitment

The Iron Patriots are grateful for any time mentors are willing to give the team. Mentors should

communicate with their sub-team to communicate their availability.

Our season schedules are:

Off-Season: (September - December): After school meetings Wednesdays 2:30-5 pm. Most

mentors are not able to come to these off-season meetings, but are welcome. Students are

working on development projects, tool training, and getting introductions to various subteams.

Mentors will occasionally lead a specialty off-season meeting, for example on project

management or design.

Build Season: (First Saturday in January through end of February): The team meets Tuesdays and

Thursdays 5:30-8:30 pm and Saturdays 9-5pm. Lunch is provided on Saturdays. The team

occasionally adds days on Sundays and school holidays. This is the main time commitment portion

of the team.

Competition Season: The team meets as needed in March. The team attends two competitions in

March, competitions are 3 days long. Fresno, Davis, Monterey are frequent event locations, and

sometimes as far as Idaho or Arizona. The team has qualified for World Championships 4 out of

our 12 years. The Championships are in Houston in April. Travel is done by carpools or air and the

team stays 3 nights in a hotel. Lunch is provided for mentors, otherwise travel is self-funded. (See

budget section below).



11. Budget & Funding

The Iron Patriots are based out of Beyer High School. Beyer High School is a Title 1 school, with

over 60% low income students. The school provides funds for the team’s two coaches, the shop

space, and occasional shop supplies. All operating expenses, including robot parts, student travel,

and outreach events are raised through the non-profit 501c3 Beyer High School Boosters. All

funds are raised by the boosters (team parents) through fundraisers, sponsorships and grants. The

budget fluctuates each year based on how much money the parents can raise. The budget is set

each year based on the funds available and money spent furthers our mission, vision, and values

as stated above.

Mentors are volunteer based and not paid by the team, school, or boosters. Some years the 501c3

Booster budget allows subsidizing a small portion of mentor travel. Priority is given to mentors

with the most hours and involvement. However, with 15+ mentors and 2-3 competitions a year

requiring 3 night hotel stay, it is not possible to cover the full expenses for mentors. Many years

there will be no budget for subsidized travel.

The team understands the huge commitment of time, vacation time from work, and financial

resources mentors contribute to the team and are extremely grateful.

12. Team Contacts

Heidi Pagani,Coach: Pagani.H@monet.k12.ca.us

Karla Valencia-Nunez, Coach: Valencia-Nunez.K@monet.k12.ca.us

Captains: Audrey Rosenow & Hudson Monday

Boosters: beyerhighschoolrobotics@gmail.com

mailto:Pagani.H@monet.k12.ca.us
mailto:Valencia-Nunez.K@monet.k12.ca.us
mailto:beyerhighschoolrobotics@gmail.com

